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TAILINGS MANAGEMENT
Effective and safe placement of deep sea tailings

Careful submarine disposal of mine tailings may be a safe and cost-effective
solution when compared to the traditional approach of developing mine tailings
impoundments on land. Traditional tailing dams can pose significant long-term
environmental risks (in light of acid drainage, recent catastrophic dam failures,
and land availability). These risks need to be managed at considerable cost
through the mine construction, operation, closure and rehabilitation
phases. Several well publicized submarine tailing disposal operations around
the world have had significant negative environmental impacts. Regulators
have moved to limit the practice in many parts of the world due to
implementation failures and concerns about the environmental risk. Poor
design and incomplete understanding of the submarine environments has
been a key factor in the failure of these operations. Deep Sea Tailings
Placement (DSTP) can only be a viable option after a full analysis of the
environmental implications. At DHI, we have the key technologies and
scientific knowledge to be able to evaluate the outcomes from DSTP
proposals.
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Lack of comprehensive knowledge on deep
sea environments
Dearth of proper understanding of ocean
hydrodynamics
Need to define morphological characteristics
Need to reassure regulators and the
community about WHAT?
Requirement of social license to operate

SOLUTION
Detailed, three dimensional (3D), coupled
hydrodynamic, morphological and ecological
models to assess the range of risks, scenarios
and uncertainty associated with DSTP
VALUE
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Dispersal of tailings on the deep ocean continental shelf. © DHI

Lower cost of managing tailings
Reliable evaluation of environmental risks
Improved public acceptance
Reduced mine post-closure risks
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TAILINGSDISPOSALOFFTHECONTINENTALSHELF
Carefully planned submarine disposal of tailings in very
deep waters can offer significant environmental benefits
when compared to traditional tailing management
techniques. However, planning must take into account the
dispersion and physical processes, as well as the
biogeochemistry.
Mine tailings are discharged as a slurry off the coast at
depths of over 500m on the edge of the continental shelf.
The tailings diffuser on the seabed will produce a mound
of tailing mud that will then slide down the shelf edge
under its own weight due to gravity and ocean currents.
Depending on the slope of the seabed, the tailings can
slide to depths of several thousand meters, where there
is a lower risk of environmental harm compared with land
based storage. In some cases, the tailings can remain
stable and isolated from contact with the coastal
environment. The large volumes of contact water within
the deep ocean environment can provide significant
dilution of dissolved or fine suspended material that shears
off from the tailing slide. The key to obtaining acceptance
is to demonstrate that the dilution is sufficiently large
for the concentrations of any resulting plumes to
have small environmental risks.
Many submarine tailing disposal schemes around the
world have been poorly designed and approved with
discharges in shallow depths close to coastal
environments. Inadequate knowledge of the oceanic
environment, hydrodynamics, plume behavior and marine
ecology has resulted in significant environmental
damage. In some cases, the mines have had to close due
to the loss of confidence from the stakeholders. It is critical
that comprehensive scientific studies are carried out to
properly understand the risks associated with DSTP.
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MIKE3HYDRODYNAMICANDMORPHOLOGICAL
MODELLING
We provide modeling services for the surrounding ocean
conditions and physical processes responsible for the
tailings dispersion and deposition. MIKE 3 is a widely used
modeling system for simulating 3D flows in ocean
environments. By coupling a detailed 3D ocean model of
the continental shelf with a sediment dispersion and
morphological model of the tailings deposits, we can
investigate the potential dilution and dispersion of the tailing
disposal options.
Using the numerical models, we can evaluate:






the impact of marine disposal
the impact of leakage from confined disposal sites
the accumulation of tailings solids on the seabed over
long time periods of up to 50 years
the spreading of tailing material lost in suspension into the
open sea with emphasis on the biologically active water
layers
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Current pattern in the bottom layer for southwest flowing ambient
currents

Decreasing sediment concentration as the plume descends off the
continental shelf

Principle behaviour of the discharge plume during decent

